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recently, Adidas (Suzhou) Co., Ltd., two staff members to the city Bureau of Quality Supervision and Inspection Brigade sent a silk
banner, the banner that read, "IPR protection against counterfeiting, the truth to protect" eight characters, thanks to Municipal Quality
Supervision Bureau in the past year divide the work well done, to protect their interests. 
Adidas is an internationally renowned brands, some criminals in order to reap huge profits, misappropriation of its logo and selling
fake goods, to Adidas brought economic losses and resulted in adverse effects . In the past year, the city Bureau of Quality
Supervision and Inspection Brigade supervision and inspection and masses using a variety of ways of combining on counterfeit
Adidas and other well-known brands of wrongdoing be severely punished. Every false will fight, every fight will be serious Municipal
Quality Supervision Bureau Inspection Brigade style. In 2006, the inspection unit handled a total fake Adidas brand 6 cases, the value
of seized counterfeit Adidas products several hundred thousand dollars, Adidas enterprises to restore the huge losses.
air jordan retro 11 low "Concord" color, I think in the Jordan family position but one of the highest. Recently this engraved sale is by
the majority of the sneakers fans mad rush to buy. This time we bring to you by this pair of shoes boss Concord Concord extended
out of the brother. Let us enjoy Quan Jiafu about "Concord". 
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today's cultural development of shoes, shoes have become a topic of no talk. And Sneakerness this world famous shoes Fair Trade
Fair this time came to the French fashion capital of Paris. This carnival Festival, gathered a number of fans in the field of shoes to
exchange, feel the unique charm of its shoes culture. The shoe style is also available, basically every brand of the works are able to
see in this event. This time we PKPOP collected the scene of many wonderful review, to readers to review this a spectacular
Sneakerness, say no more, now let us slowly to enjoy this celebration of the shoe. 
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own favorite summer wear shoes or slippers all kinds, but think about alternative brand is not too much, the object is still the primary
consideration Birkenstock, personally love Boston, was the first double income is white models, But in recent years against white
began to slowly lose interest, a few days ago when wandering the CPU, the accidentally discovered this double coffee color suede
version of Boston, the mix is ??more interesting. 
First, with his age, the color will select some of the more mature tone, coffee color is a good choice, but looks more Vintage suede
material sense, with the effect will be even better, of course, there Birkenstock patents, and that is the bottom of the cork can be
changed according to your foot type, it will be more comfortable after long-term wear. 
If you gentlemen are interested too, now go CPU can be purchased, if you want to network available, then click on the source of the
can! 
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